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CHIRMAN: Well, it is a quarter past the time for the

opening of the Meeting, and although some Delegations have

not yet arrived, I wonder whether we should not start work.

I understand that we are in the middle of a discussion

on article 32, and that so far the discussion has dealt

indisoriminately with all the paragraphs of that Article.

The last speaker on the 20th was the Delegate of the

Netherlands. I understand that he has something to say about

his own Amendment, so I call upon him.

Mr. BOGAARDT (Netherlands): Mr. Chairman, during the

last Session I already defended the Amendment proposed by

the Netherlands Delegation.

I do not think I find much to add now. I made clear

that according to our point of view you have to distinguish

two meanings of negotiations about the maximum price margins.

The first one is on the bilateral base, on the same

meaning provided for in respect of tariffs.

The second one only applying to primary products ought

to be on a multilateral base, according to the procedure laid

down in Chapter VII. Our Amendment intended to make that

clear, and therefore we paid due attention to the procedure
laid down in the Article regarding subsidies, in which the

same definition is made.

CHAIRMAN: The Delegate of the United Kingdom.

Mr. SHAKLE (United Kingdom): I would like to say in

regard to this Amendment that our conception of this Article 32

looking at it in its existing form is that it is a counterpart
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of tariff negotiations. In other words, it is bilateral in

its conception,and we feelthat it would be introducing a

a very considerable obligation if the procedure cf Chapter VII

- the multilateral procedure of Chapter VII - were to be

introduced in this place.

We feel it may call for a very definite procedure, and

for that reason we should prefer to see the Article maintained

on its simple, as it were, bilateral base as at present.

Thank you.

CHAIRMAN: The next speaker on my list is the Delegate of

South Afri ca.

Dr. HOLLOWAY. (South Africa): Mr. Chairman I would like

to make just one point in support of the U. S. Amendment.

The main object of this Article is to provide for

negotiation of State-tradling matters in the same way as we

have negotiation on tariff matters; but it seems to me that

having provided for that in Paragraph, the New York Draft

immediately proposes to limit the freedom of negotiation in

Paragraph3 by dealing with one particular aspect of negotiation

and laying that down as a general rule.
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I do not think that any purpose is served when you get two

countries together to negotiate in limiting their procedure to

the sort of procedure that might be perfectly fair in one

particular instance, but might be entirely inapplicable in

another instance.

Paragraph 3 lays down the condition that the state trading

organisation should offer for sale,. and so on and so forth; but

the state trading organisation might be the only organisation

that is interested in the import, and therefore does not offer

it for sale to anybody. New, why a condition which does not

apply should be an essential condition--so essential that it

is written into the Charter--.I just cannot.see.

The American amendment,.gives more latitude, and I think

that,if two countries come together, the one that is

negotiating with the state trading country naturally goes out

for the best it can get, and the bigger latitude there is

for bargaining, the more prospect there is that one will get

liberalization of trade. As soon, on the other hand, as you

lay down an arbitrary condition that does not apply to the

particular trade, but is a condition enforceable under the

Oharter, you are undoing in paragraph 3 the very thing that

you set out to do in paragraph 1.



M. C. IGONET (France) (Interpretation): Mr. Chairman, I would

like to state a concrete example in order to make quite clear what

we had in mind when we made that reservation last week, in support
of the caution which was advocated by my colleague from

Czechoslovakia. Well, this is the example which I would choose in

order to make our position quite clear, and it is drawn from our

experience in France. At present we have, in France, groups which

are called Groupements d'Importation et de Repartition, otherwise

groups for import and distribution. They are not state

institutions but groups representing different branches of our trade

and industry, and they benefit from importing monopolies for certain

categories of products. They were instituted at the beginning of

the war in order to meet the difficulties which prevailed at that

time in procuring some necessary supplies, and they are still

maintained because these difficulties have not been completely over-

come yet. Therefore, these groups are empowered to make purchases

both in foreign and, in some instances in domestic, markets,

and they are not entitled to any benefits under our present

legislation. Therefore, the re-sale price to the consumer on the

French market is approximately equal to the average purchasing price
of the same goods. We have, for instance, one specific Groupement

for nickel which make its purchases abroad and also in some cases in

France. Now, we have one nickel plant which cannot function over

a certain capacity for reasons which are nottechnical and which are

not connected with any currency problems either. The only reason is

that this plant needs a particular mind ofnickel which is imported

from New Caledonia, and New Caledonia at present cannot produce this
nickel

type of/goods, because it does not receive a sufficient quantity of

coke from Australia. These, of course, are exceptional circumstances
because even if the currency was available the coke still could not

be procured. Therefore, this nickel producing plant has to work
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with a reduced activity and under very unfavourable conditions.

Cur desire is to maintain a moderate level of protection for
nickel in France, but at present we have a domestic price for
nickel which is abnormally high as compared to the price of nickel

abroad. In order to have an equal re-sale price to the consumer,

as our legislation provides for, we have to introduce an equalising
element. Well, this example that I have just stated may be useful

in explaining to some of my colleagues the difficulty there might be

in approving immediately and without any qualifications, the kind of

institution which is provided in Article 32. Of course, if might

be objected here that a solution might be fund in granting
subsidies to the national production which is at present under

difficulties, but we know from our own experience, that it is very

hard to obtain the said subsidies from our Parliament because they

are not regularly incorporated in any budget, and therefore it is

sometimes difficult to obtain them. The point I was driving at is

that it is necessary to provide some alleviating measure for the

temporary difficulties such as those I have just stated.

This is why, Mr. Chairman, I believe it is necessary to make
this kind of reservation to Article 32 in order to cover precisely
this kind of position, and I think my colleague from Czechoslovakia
might bear me out with some examples stated from their economy.

Mr. J.A. MUNOZ (Chile): Mr. Chairman, at the end of our debate

last Friday we heard two very impressive speeches made by the--

delegates of the United Kingdom and Canada, against ethm aenedmnt
pro-

which the Utnied States delegation has/posed. Therefore, I am most

anxious to hear MrE. va'ns considereod pionnii n his answer. Inhet
meantime, M r.Chairman, I would like to state briefly what ,we are

really considering in this articleW. e are particulary concerned
with istAh rticle insofar as it relateso t pexort monopolies, thats i

paragraph 1 and sub-paragraph (a). iWhle we do not objecto t the
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general principle set forth in this paragraph, we do feel that the

said provisions should only apply when a substantial proportion of

the monapolised product in relation to the total production is

consumed in the country of origin. That is, we consider that the

provisions of paragraph1(a) should not apply if the total exports

of the monopolised product exceeds 90% of the total output. If

such a high percentage as 90% of the total production of the

monopolised product is freely exported, we do not see how any member

having, a substantial interest in the trade of the product concerned,

could be affected if, as regards only 10% of the total production,

domestic users are given price protection. We therefore would

suggest that this proposal, which we consider entirely justifiable,
be given full consideration when the Sub-Committee meets.
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CHAIRMAN: The delegate of the Netherlands.

Dr C.H. BOGAARDT (Netherlands): Mr. Chairman, I want

briefly to reply to the observations made by the United Kingdom

representative. He described the Netherlands amendment as

having introduced a cumbersome element which would provide for

very lengthy and perhaps not very useful discussions.

I might point out, Mr. Chairman, that if you want to have

any negotiations at all as regards the maximum margin, I am

afraid you have to resort to the multilateral method of

negotiations.I mean this: all price stabilisation schemes

work like that - that you fix the difference between a world

market price and a stable inland price; that is to say that you

must know the amount of the world market price and you must

know your ow- stable inland price. Ifyou do not know the limits

between which the world market price can rise and fall it is

absolutely impossible to fix your maximum margin.

I gave last session the instance of wheat. In this example

the wheat price rose in seven years from 85 cents to 3 dollars

a bushel. I think it is quite clear that it is absolutely

impossible to fix any margin in view of the fact that the world

market price is unstable like that, so I am afraid that, however

cumbersome this element may be, you cannot avoid resorting to

these means of negotiations.

CHAIRMAN: The delegate of the United Kingdom.

Mr. R. J. SHACKLE (United Kingdom) Mr. Chairman, if I may

add just one word on the point raised by the Netherlands delegate:-
In the first place we contemplate averaging over time. That is

contemplated by the last sentence of paragraph 1 of this Article 32

- "regard may be had to average landed costs and selling prices

of the monopoly over recent periods." We quite appreciate, of
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course, that that would not mean absolute stabilisation. It

would mean that your stabilisation would be a relative stabili-

sation by which, as the world price wont up and down, your

domestic price would, to some extent follow, but so to speak,

the curve would be very much flattened. That was the conception

we had in mind.~
CHAIMRAN: The delegate of Norway.

M. T. OFTEDAL (Norway) : Mr. Chairman, as stated on a

previous occasion the Norwegian Deleagtion feavours the New York

draft of Artcile 32 with a minor cahneg in paragarph 4.

Article 32 sets forth taht state monopolies should negotiate

maximum price margins for the products involved. Such negotiations

will have to take place on the same basis for all kinds of

monopolies, except that due eragrd should be had to the fact that

certain monopolies are established mainly ofr revenue purposes

s provided for in patagraph 4.

The Norwegian Delegation believes it to be of importance

that the provisions of Article 32 take into account that mono-

polies may be established for purposes which are different in

their scope. Some monopolies may be established solely for

protective reasons. Others may be established for purposes

which are of a non-commercial nature. The New York draft recog-

nizes one such category namely revenue monopolies, as I have

already mentioned. However there are others which should be

recognized also, for example, monopolie s established by a govern-

ment in order to promote its social welfare policy. The Norwegian

Delegation is of the opinion that separate rules should apply

to monopolies of a non-commercial nature and that appropriate

provisions should be included in article 32 to this effect. We

have therefore proposed an amendment where we suggest that mono-

polies established for cultural, humanitarian and social welfare

P.
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purposes should be included in paragraph 4.

To illustrate our point of view I should like to mention

that we in Norway at present have two State trading enterprises,

one belonging to the first, the other to the second category.

They are the State Grain Corporation and the Wine and Liquor

Monopoly; both of which were established by Act of Parliament.

The State Grain Corporation has as its main purposes the

securing of adequate supplies and the protection of the domestic

producers. It may be mentioned in this connection that Norway

produces only about 20% of her consumption of bread grains and

is therefore more Dependent on grain imports than most countries.

The protection to the domestic producers is afforded through

paying them a higher price for their grain than the world market

price. Another feature of the Corporations activity is to

stabilize the price of grain and the price of flour to the

consumer and thereby also bread prices. The Grain Corporation

has worked to cur full satisfaction. However, we concede that

the Corporation is protective in nature and we are prepared to

negotiate for an average protective margin in accordance with

the provisions of Article 32.

The Wine and Liquor Monopoly, on the other hand, cannot be

regarded as a commercial protective measure as it was established

for and is operated mainly for social welfare reasons.

There seems to exist in the Northern European countries a

somewhat different attitude towards alcoholic beverages than in

countries of milder climates, an attitude which other countries

may have difficulty in understanding.
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The free sale of alcoholic beverages created so many serious social

problems that it became necessary to regulate the sale in some way

or another. For the past twenty years such regulation has been done

through the price policy of the Wine and Liquor Monopoly. If we

should negotiate the price policy of this monopoly in accordance

with the provisions of the New York draft, it would mean that the

social welfare policy of Norway would be subordinated to its com-

mercial policy, which would not be in the spirit of the Charter.

The solving of social welfare problems is very much in the

foreground in the political life of the northern countries. I am
speaking only on behalf of Norway, but when I refer also to the other

northern countries it is because practically identical conditions

prevail in Sweden, Iceland and Finland.

The Norwegian delegation raised the same question at the first

session of the Preparatory Committee. What we propose is a minor

change which as far as we can see would not weaken the Charter in

any respect. To us this change is important, and the Norwegian

delegation trusts that the Sub-Committee, which this section probably

will be turned over to, will give the Norwagian proposal careful con-

sideration.

CHAIRMAN: Before we hear the United States delegate I would

like to say this is somewhat outside the discussion. I would like

to finish the discussion of paragraphs 1, 2 and 3 Article 33.
before eventually taking a discussion on paragraph 4, where also the

Czechoslovakian delegation has made a proposal.

.
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Mr.aOHN W. EVANS (United St.es): In asking for the floor,

I inteeneded to stik to the Nqh&lands amendment on paragraph 4,so

tt I shall. e very glad to wait until lclater if you wish to dLr

up the earlier paragraphs.

dMlAg ?M The iclet of Canada.

MrXJ jEDUTSH (ICanada): 1 wated to speak also on the

points raioseedi by the Nrwgan and the Netherlands delegates.

CAIPAU e Are thore ay further orators on paragraphs 1,

2 and 3?
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KLEM. R.J. ZIh (United IKindom): Mr. Chairman, I am not

an orator, but I have a few things to say.

Inthe first plmace, I aiinclined to think after listening

to this debate that 3Article 2, particularly paragraph 1(b), may

be rather too tightly drawn at present. It may be too narrow and

too detailed ein its trms, and I would therefore like to suggest

cfor theoosideration of tchme sub-giittewee that vmight consider

some rather broaderaformultion whseich, esntially, would run to

sometheing lik ethi'.

We might starts oingff byay, ratheer in th terms of the

openi pfart ol he UnSiateseamd dm6tt~.ieat,cetht oaain arrangements

shall be negotiated feor th purpose of limiting orc rgeduin the

protection affordeodg thruh, the operation ofmthe onopoly to

domestic ceprodurs of rtduche pote. On would then go on to say

that for that purpoMesee mbrs shegallanotite on the relatioanshi

between the lanrdced pie eof th product eand, itheer on of two

things - the price at which the product is re-sold to the home

mcons.r, or the seconde.alt native is the price paid to thme hon

producer.

That gsbrin v .suggestion whichi .h was made by the Canadian

delegate on the last occasion when wscusseddie tmhis atter: that

the epric to the home producer might be aenaltrneativ test to the

price charged to thme,e h consumer.

I woulde lik to suggest that the sumb-comittee should think of

some simplified formulation with those anlteratives. I think we

might very well omigt a reat deal of detail ifd we o that - details

about subsidies, about profim,rgat insa, nd so on. I would like to

mmerecond thatgf suenstio teo th csumb-omiitte.

There is just on other point tIhat would like to manke ad

that relates to paragraph 3. The poointa f paragrph 3, as I
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understand it, is not a rule for negotiating at all. It is a rule

to be observed by the monopoly, and the idea of it is that the

monopoly shall, broadly speaking, satisfy domestic demand. The

point of that, as I understand it, is that if the Monopoly does not

satisfy domestic demand it will be in a position, as it were,

automatically to apply quantitative restriction. It does not

need to do anythingbeyond that. Therefore, I think it is

necessary, if your are to prevent a kind, of quantitative restriction

being applied almost automatically by monopoly, to lay downthat

the monopoly shall satisfy domestic demand. That is how I

understand paragraph 3, and I do not read it as bearing upon the

process of negotiation. Thank you very much.

CHAIRMAN: The delegate of Canada has asked to speak. Is

that on the same point?

MR. J.J. DEUTSCH (Canada): Yes. Mr. Chairman, at our last

session it was thought by some that the requirement of article 32,

paragraph 1, where you have to negotiate the margin between the

buying price and the selling price, was somewhat too restricted,

and in that connection I suggested at the same time that we might

include also the margin between the buying price and the price

paid to home producers. I felt that if that addition were made

it would take care of many of the technical difficulties that are

associated with negotiating the margin between the buying price and

the selling price, and for that reason I very much support the

definite proposal that has now been made by the Member for the

United Kingdom.

I, like him, feel that with that addition the provisions

of this paragraph will take care of the technical difficulties that

have been raised, and I, like him, agree that this matter should

E/PC/T/A/PV/17
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be closely examined by the sub-committee.

In saying that, I realise that this does not include a number

of the provisions of the American proposal, namely, the negotiation

of the total quantity, or the negotiation of any other method, and

that it is not including Mr. Shackles proposal. It is those two

aspects which I took particular objection,to, and I still maintain

my objection to the introduction of the negotiation of quotas in

this section for the reasons stated the other day. Mr. Shackle 's

proposal would retain this paragraph as an exact parallel, or a

parallel, to the tariff negotiations, which is what we should try to

do here. Mr. Shackle 's proposal would maintain that parallel.
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Furthermore, in respect of paragraph 3, I also agree

that in this we have a paragraph containing the principle

enunciated here -State-trading organisations could automatically

use quantitative restrictions by simply adjusting their

purchases according to the quantities which they wish to

import.

That means that they are at liberty to use what is

equivalent to a quantitative restriction.

Now quantitative restrictions are rule out with respect

to items in which State-trading does not take place. That is,

rule out in so far as the exceptions are not applied; and

we feel that if the proper balance is to be maintained in the

Charter, the use of quantitative restrictions must apply

equally regarding State-trading enterprises. For that reason

we also feel we need something along the lines of the present

paragraph 3.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

CHAIRMAN: The Delegate of Australia -

Mr. McCARTHY (Australia): Mr. Chairman, the problem one

fines in examining this particular Article or Section is the

endeavour to introduce something which will take the place of

the negotiations on tariffs in the one case, and the

quantitative restrictions in the other; and we feel that in

Article 32 the best that can be done pretty well has been done.

We can see that in certain transactions it will be possible to

negotiate margins, that is, margins between the landing cost of

the imported goods and the price at which they are distributed

- the values at which they are distributed relative to the

values of the home-produced goods; but in others it will be
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extremely difficult, and the more detail you put in, and

the more criteria you endeavour to set down, we think the

greater difficulty you will have in getting a result.

I think it is quite conceivable, in the case of wheat, for

instance, or sugar, or butter, that a long-term contract between

sellers, or a seller and a State trader importing, could be

negotiated pretty thoroughly, even though the mixing of the

home produced product with the imported product is, quite

extensive. There you have got a standardised criterion

and it will be possible to trace the margins, identify them, and

then possibly negotiate them; but there are other products

which after landing go through various processes and where the

actual capacity to compare those products with the competitive

products within the country is extremely difficult.

Meat, I believe, would be quite Difficult; because

you have got different classes, you have got the different

processes, and the replacement of some form of comparison

between the states which the meat goes through between the

imported product and the home product, or the replacement of any

such processes by other processes, would be extremely difficult;

so therefore we rather take the view that Article 32 should

stand with certain Amendments on the lines of making clear to

the objectors.

If it is states clearly what is desired to do,to actually

replace any other protective measures that stand in the case of

a private transaction by such an examination as will enable the

margins of difference to be negotiated, then I think it will be

found, according to the different products, that a quite

different process of examination will be imposed, and you will

be in the position of doing the best you can.
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Now the suggestion of Mr.Shackle and Mr.Deutsch -

the comparison of the imported price with that of the home

produced article - would be, I think, quite applicable in some

cases. In. others, it would be four difficult.

Also, the other point mentioned, that of, I think, the

prices at which the product is re-sold to the home consumer,

would in some cases be easy and in other cases difficult.

The next other point we wish to mention is the suggestion

by the American Delegation: the total quantity of a commodity

which the Member maintaining a monopoly shall agree to import

from all sources. We find difficulty in seeing the point in

that, and in seeing that it would be of any great value, unless

you have a thorough-based arrangement on quotas.

The interest of a untry selling to an importer would

be in the quantity which he wished to sell himself, if he were

dealing in quantities. If he were able to sell all that he had

to sell, he would not be very interested in the total imports

of that country. If, however, the importing country said,

Well, we cannot take any more from you than the hundred

thousand units or whatever it was because of the requirements,

or the quantities that we want to take from somebody else, the

seller then would be interested in saying, "But what are your

total imports?". The next point would be, having arrived at that,

what has happened to the balance; and the balance would be that

sold by other countries. So there I think you would depart

entirely from the bilateral element, in the transactions visualised

in this, and go into the multilateral field.
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That take you to the Netherland idea of employing the

provisions of Chapter VII. There, I think, you are undertaking

something which would have to be very carefully worked out.

Chapter VII, as it stands now, would, to my mind hamper very

much the activities of state traders: so much so, that I think

it would be found that they would either have to depart from

their state trading or declare their inability tomeetthe conditions

of ChapterVII. It does not follow at all that there is not

something in it. In fact, the negotiations which recently took

place on wheat indicate how far state trading can be introduced

into/Chapter VII agreement, but, without going into the details,

it would take a long time.

I think it can be said that wheat is an exceptional case. It

is exceptional in its susceptibility to an international arrangement,

and in the fact that, at the present time, importers are more eager

than they normally are to commit themselves so far ahead; but the

arrangement which was recently discussed and carried well forward

in draft form would really amount to a multilateral state trading

transaction. However, the detail that was covered in those

negotiations indicates that, it would not be practicable to cover

many state trading transactions by a multilateral agreement under

Chapter VII.

Our conclusion, then, would be that this suggestion which is

in the American proposal to negotiate totals does involve rather

closely the negotiation of quotas over a number of countries, and

that could not be done except by a detailed multilateral negotiation,

which we think is not contemplated under this Chapter and would not

be practicable. If it were introduced into Chapter VII, then

Chapter VII would have to be amended to remove or adjust some of

the conditions already laid down.

CHAIRMAN: There are two speakers on paragraphs 1, 2 and 3,
and three speakers on paragraph. 4, and we must finish our work

today, so I hope all the Delegates will be as short as possible.
The first speaker is the Delegate of China.

VI
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Dr. T.T. CHANG (China): Mr. Chairman, we have not yet taken

up the Chinese proposal in connection with paragraph 1, Article 32.

Do you think we could discuss it now? If so, we shall proceed with
the explanation of our Proposal, which is to delete, in the first

lines
sentence of sub-paragraph (a), part of line 13,/14, 15 and part of

line 16, which read: "to limit or reduce the protection afforded
through the operation of the monopoly to domestic users of the

monopolised product or... " We propose to delete these words be cause
we feel that it is already provided in this paragraph for arrangement,

designed to assure export of the monopolised product in adequate
quantities at reasonable prices. It should be equally sufficient

for our proposal here, and there appears to be no need or justific-
ation to interfere in matters of purely domestic concern, as more

of that will only complicate matters and make negotiations between

the members concerned considerably more difficult. Therefore

we think that the lines in question are not necessary, and that it

is desirable to delete them. Now, may I say a few words in

connection with the question of margin. Much was said last Friday
and today both against and for the inclusion of the margin in this
Article. Just now I do not have very strong views on this question.
However, should it be finally decided to retain these lines in this

Article in connection with margins, we would like to see a reference
made regarding a margin of profits. In the London Session it was
considered desirable to make allowance for a reasonable margin of
profits, and we would like to see the Londonpositionmaintained.

Mr. L.C. WEBB (New Zealand): Mr. Chairman, I think this is an

appropriate time to say that we support the Czechoslovak delegations
draft of Article 32, because it seems to us to have the benefit of
establishing a procedure which is in conformity with/economic reality
and administrative reality. We feel that this attempt to establish
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here an exact parallel to the tariff negotiations is pursuing the
idea of equity to a rather unreal extreme. We seem to be in the

position of people who built a stable to accommodate horses and were

suddenly faced with the problem of accommodating elephants, and we

decide that equity is the only way to treat the elephants the same
as horses. It seems to be ignoring the facts of life. We feel
that in some case the procedure of negotiating margins may be

possible. It is equally demonstrable that in other cases it is
just not possible. In connection with Article 32, we are also
worried by another point and it is roughly this, that very often
where you have state trading monopolies the operation of those
monopolies enters very intimately into domestic policy, and the
instance we have in mind concerns (a) in Paragraph 1, which imposes
an obligation in the case of an export monopoly to negotiate
regarding the protection which may be afforded to the operation of
a monopoly to domestic producers of the monopolised product. New
we have certain export monopolies which both export and supply the

local market, and we also have an overall system of price control
which is particularly designed to stabilise the cost of living, and
on that policy or basis of stabilising the cost of living we base a

wages policy, and on the whole it works very well. Now, it seems
to me that we will be involved in a negotiation which may have
serious consequences on our whole domestic stabilisation policy and
our Wages policy because the principle which operates throughout
price control with us, is the principle that the producers of the
commodity for the local market are entitled to the cost of production
in a reasonable margin, and we feel that there would be very greatdifficulties in any system which involves - as this systemseems toinvolve - the price of the commodity on the local market followingoverseas prices, even though, as Mr. Shackle said, the curves in thecase of the local market might be somewhat flattened. In manycasessince the abandonment of wartime price controls, prices in the worldmarket for certain commodities has gone up to somewhere about threetimes the domestic price of the commodity in New Zealand.
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an we would find it very difficult to contemplate a stcep whia

would in effect involve allowing fluctuations in overseas prices,
very often very violent fluctuationsp, to uset our whocle prie

stabilisation policy.

I would like in conclusion just to ask one question,

Mr. Chairman, and that is a question in relation to Article 31.

I merely wish to ask whether it is proposed, as apparently it

was originally proposed, that this Commission should discuss the

joint draft of Article 31 which I undersstand i being prepared

by the Czevchosloak and American delegations, or whether it is

proposed to send that directly to the Sub-Committee without

further discussion here.

ANC.I, In reply to that question, I would say that this

oint proposal has not yet been sent to the Secretariat and, as-

we shall probably not have time today, even if we had it distri-

buted, today, to discuss it, I propose that it should go direct

t the Sub-Committee, but should be distributed to all the

delegations as an ordinary Preparatory Committee paper, so as

to enable any onoe f them who might be interested to appear before

the Sub-Committee when the question is discussed there.

The delegate of theeNtherlands.

DR. C.H. BOAGD.RTN (etherlands): Mr. Chairman, I associate

myself with the words omf y New Zealand colleague when he said

that thiAs rticle constituted a very considerable interference

in internal affairs.

The Netherlands, just like New Zealand, has a stabilisation

scheme which attempts, by controlling inland prices, to control

the cost of living and wages. Therefore, Mr. Chairman, I think

thAe ustralian delaegte is wrong when he said that the procedure

i^Qdown in Chapter TVI would prove extremely difficult for

stat -trading countries. I cited the instance of the Wheat
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Agreement we tried to conclude in London. One of the main
items of the Wheat Agreement was to stabilise the wheat price

at certain level. Therefore, if we had succeeded in coming

down to an agreement we should have contemplated fixing a

maximum margin, that is to say, to fix tho difference between

the world market price and the stabilisation inland. Netherlands

price. Furthermore the Australian delegate remarked that only

for wheat would the multilateral negotiations and commodity

agreement prove successful. I wish to draw your attention

to the Agreements on tin, rubber and sugar. The Sugar Agreement

contains many provisions which you can find, also in Chapter VII,

Moreover, the Netherlands and the overseas territories, both

state-trading territories, participate with much pleasure and

much success in the operation of that agreement.

As regards the provision about average landed costs, to

which my British colleague referred, I think that as long as

the limits between world market prices are so wide, it is not

worth while to fix a maximum margin, which must reflect this

fluctuation on the world market.

Moreover, we advocate that a study of the roots of the

causes to which this excessive fluctuation is due should accom-

pany these negotiations.
This all can be embodied in commodity agreement which

provides for reasonable prices for consumers andproducers alike,

I think that the ,troubles of this unhappy world are caused

by Instability of prices and economy which has reflections on

all aspects of human life. One of the means to alleviate this

burden, we have in the commodity agreements. The commodity

agreement disposes, at one and the same time, of all questions

about subsidies, countervailing duties and so on.

To finish, may I once more draw your Attention to the same

procedure as proposed in our amendment, laid down in Article 30.
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CHAIRMAN: I call on the delegate of Chile. We have one

more amendment to take and I hope it will be the last.

Mr. J.A. MUNOZ (Chile): I could like to add a few words only.

I understand the sub-committee on Chapter VIIis dealing with this

question of the reference. of Section E to Chapter V. We are even

playing with the idea of eliminating any reference at all to the

section in Chapter V; I therefore think we should discuss here the

nuance between these two things, and it would be much. better left to

the sub-Committee to see what happens after the deliberations of the

sub-Committee on Chapter VII,and what conclusion they arrive at.

CHAIRMAN: The delegate of Czechoslovakia has something to say.

Mr. B.J. BAYER (Czechoslovakia): As at the previous meeting of

this Commission I gave a broad outline of the general position of my

country with regard to Article 32, I do not wish at this stage to

make a long comment and go into many details which otherwise might

be desirable in order to support the amendment we submitted in docu-

ment no, W/187. On the other hand, I wish to say that the provisions

contained in Article 32 are very important for my country. That is

why we have gone into them, and that is why we want to have the

provisions contained therein as clear as possible, and in the first

place, more adjusted to realities, and more fitted to face the

present problems.

It has been pointed out earlier in this discussion that under

many circumstances it is not practicable to negotiate a margin

between the landed costs and the selling price. I will mention only

the reasons the delegation for the Netherlands and the delegate for

New Zealand gave this afternoon. We are facing the same problems

with regard to negotiating the margin in those articles which are

L.
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subject to a price stabilisation policy at home.

I will point out some other difficulties. We have, for in-

stance, a monopoly on cinematograph films in my country, I can hard-

ly imagine how a monopoly of films could negotiate a margin in between

the landed costs and what might be the price of the tickets to the

consumers, the visitors to the performance.

Wo have amplified the text of Article 32, a text which consists

primarily in the provision to assure export or import of the mono-

polised products in adequate quantities at reasonable prices. We

have also in this connection drawn the attention of the Preparatory

Committee to a statement made recently by the International Chamber

of Commerce:

"This Article, by attempting to establish principles for

the price policies of State monopolies of individual products,

enters into a very difficult and controversial field, and estab-

lishes rules which will inevitably become the object of future

controversy . The International Chamber of Commerce considers

it preferable to limit the Charter's provisions concerning the

behaviour of State monopolies: of individual products to simple

general rules leaving the detailed interpretation and administra-

tion at those rules to the I.T.O. itself.."

You are very well aware of the difficulties which may arise in the

future and the possibilities of controversy.

We have studied the amendment submitted by. the United States

delegation, and although we are not in a position to commit ourselves

at present as to our position with regard to the whole Article 32 as

proposed by the united States, we may say that we are in favour of

the substance contained therein, because the underlying idea is the
same as the idea whichgoverned our own amendment.
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I may take this opportunity to answer the question raised by

the New Zealand delegate with regard to the proposed joint

amendment of Article 31. We have discussed Article 31, but we

were not so far able to submit a complete draft. We thought that,

with the permission of this Commission, we may submit it to the

sub-committee as you, Mr. Chairman, said it would be distributed to

all the members of the Preparatory Committee.

CHAIRMAN: This closes the discussion on Article 32,

paragraphs 1, 2 and 3.

MR. J.W. EVANS (United States): Mr. Chairman, 1 am sorry but

earlier I asked for the floor and relinquished it because I thought
that paragraph 4 had not yet been reached..

CHAIRMAN: We have not reached it yet.

MR. J.W. EVANS (United States): I am sorry, but I thought you

said we had finished the discussion on article 32.

CHAIRMAN: No, only paragraphs 2 and 5. We now pass on

to the consideration of paragraph 4 and the first speaker is the

delegate of the United States.

MR. J.W. EVANS (United States): Mr. Chairman, under the

circumstances, I should be extremely embarrassed to re-open the

discussion on earlier paragraphs, so that some remarks which I

would have made about recent discussions on the American amendment

I will reserve for a later date.

I do want to speak though to the Netherlands delegation's

proposed amendment to paragraph 5. It seems very difficult for us

to see what part Chapter VII could possible play in the kind of

negotiation which is contemplated in Article 32. As we understand
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Article 32; its intent is to set up an obligation on the part of

the country which maintains a state trading enterprise to

negotiate in a manner which would be comparable with the negotiation

required of a country with private trading with respect to tariffs.

Presumably, that visualises a situation in Which a exporting Member

would like to see the conditions in the importing country for the
import nation of his products improved ;...

It soto us teo bc a ituation which is definitely bilateral;

situation in which the principle supplying country has sotme hing

to ask of the importing country concerned. The only difflicuty

involved, presumably, isetho difficulty created by any empmei ant

which the impongii; country ray have placed on the free imtor ation

of the product of the exporting country.

That does notemeoa to us to be at all the kind of difficulty

that is contemplated in Chapter VII, nor does theocercceur3 of

Chapter VII involve a very long drawn oat ;ndaeliboeato procedure

for developing the interesas ;ndetho views all_11 exporting

cunteics anall2.mii.orting countries of the cmomrdity concerned.

It does not smea to be in any way appropriate for the tepo of

negotiation contemplated hero.

Our difficulty, though, im iore than miLply that logical one,

If there ia _n obgae;tion on eho part of the importg .cosu ntry to

negotiate, it seems to us that that obligation would be very

seriously diluted and impeded if, by the simple device of suggesting

procedures under Chapter VII, the importing country could postpone

doing anything for an mlnost indefinite length of mein.

'j feel,ufarermoiero, that in those cases wherc there is a

genuine problem of ehki,dn. for which Chapter VII has been drawn up

there is no necessityofar ny mention of it in the State Trading

"ticles of the Chratvr. Chapter VII, internally in its own terms,
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would permit the opening of the kind of discussion which apparently

the Netherlands delegation has in mind.

Therefore, the United. States delegation would object to the

introduction, not only of this specific amendment suggested by the

Netherlands delegation, but to any variation on that amendment

which would tend to transfer the negotiation contemplated in

Artiole 32 into the procedures contemplated in Chapter VII.
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CHAIRMAN: 'The Delegate of the United States said some

time ago he wanted to speak on the Norwegian proposal.

Mr. EVANS (United States): If I did, Mr. Chairman, I think

I must have misspoken, and had in mind the Netherlands

Amendment.

CHAIRMAN: I thought so.

The Delegate of Canada also wanted to speak on the same

subject.

Mr. DEUTSCH (Canada): I wanted to speak, Mr. Chairman; on

the Norwegian proposal. That is in order?

CHAIRMAN: Please.

Mr. DEUTSCH (Canada): I think the Norwegian proposal is

in principle a logical one, and. for my part I would support it

in principle and hope that the Sub-Committee will look into the

matter of the exact wording.

I am not entirely happy about the exact wording here, but

I think the main point he wishes to make is acceptable to us.

CHAIRMAN: Does the Delegate of Czechoslovakia want to speak

on the same paragraph?

Mr. BAYER (Czechoslovakia); Mr. Chairman, I do not want to

add much to what has been said with regard. to the proposed

amendament of paragraph 4, in the light of the amendament made by

the Delegation of Norway.

I may say that we have been led, more or less by the same

considerations in submitting our own Amendment, In our view, the

paragraph 4 does take due regard of the fact that some monopolies

G : - 29 -
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that have been established are being operate maheinly for t

purposes other than economic. We think, therefore, that

besile the revenue purposes, which are the collection of taxes

Sir, other purposes - dith regarC to culture, national health,

ant so forth - might be puat on the sme level.

Of course, we are aware of the fact that the final outcome

of paragreph 4 might depend upon the solution of the first

three paragraphs.

Thank you.

CEIIRMAI: The Delegate of the Netherlands.

DMr. BOG.1JT (Netherlands): Mr. Chairman, peyhaps I mae

refer very briefly to taedNetherdapnts amenlment, I know that

you closet the Discussion, but I hope you will give me the

opportunity to answer very briefly.

I fut deny, maMr. Chairr, very strongly, that our

Delegation tries to obstruct the nnegotiatios about tariffs.

1 think it is a more or less serious charge against our country,

which tries to conform as much ad it coul5 to the rules of

procedduwnre laid o for tariff negotiations.

We are peafectly hippy to negotiate, but we find. it

impossible to negotiate about price margins, which cannot be

define;, because one of the necessary factoks is lacding.

This factor can be provided bdia commo.-ty agreement

Furthermore, negotiations on a bilateral base imply a tremendous

lot of negotiations, as not only the principal supplier but

all suppliers have to negotiate about a margin, as all prices

have to be increase to the existing general inland prices.

COLIZ : The Delegate of the Uniteo. Kingdam.

A//P/1TI'PVA7G.
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Mr. SHACKLE (United Kingdom): Mr. Chairman, I would just

like to say a word about the Norwegian Amendament. It does seem

to us in its object it is entirely right. It does occur to us

that possibly ihe same Amendment rather bears on article 37 -

the Exceptions Article - which already has some except ions

concerning the protection of public health and morals, and

that that might conceivably be more appropriate than this

Article; but we think the obvious principle of the Norwegian

Amendament is certainly right.

CHAIRMAN: The Delegate of Chile.

Mr. MUNOZ (Chile): Mr. Chairman, I concur with the remarks

made by the Delegate of Canada. As regards the Norwegian

Amendment, I think it is a very good and useful one, but again

I feel it could be left very safely in the hands of the Sub-

Committee.
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CHAIRMAN : - This., I think. terminates the examination of

Articles 31. and 32, and I propose, after having heard the

views of certain Delegates, that we should appoint an ad hoc

sub-Committee for these two Articles alone and another

sub-Committee for Article 33. As members of this sub-Committee

for Article 31 and Article 32, I would suggest the Delegations

of Czechoslovakia, the United States, Canada, Norway, France

and the United Kingdom ; and I would like to add that everyone

who feels interested in the work of the ad hoc sub-Committee

is, of course, free to attend and to explain his viewpoint in

the sub-Committee.

The Delegate of Czechoslovakia.

M. B.J. BAYER ( Czechoslovakia): Mr. Chairman, I-understand

that the New Zealand Delegation is interested in the provisions

of Articles 31 and 32. May I suggest that this Delegation,

if it wants to, be added to the list of members of the

sub-Committee?

CHAIRMAN: The Delegate of Chile.

M. J.A . MUNOZ (Chile): Mr. Chairman, I do not know whether

I am in order or not, but we have presented an amendment to

Article 31, paragraph 3, and we are really also very interested

in both Articles 31 and 32. Therefore , I am sorry, but I

would like to propose ourselves to be on the sub-Committee;

otherwise it is going to very difficult for us.

CHAIRMAN: Well, I have, of course, no other interest than

to keep the sub-Committee as restricted in membership as possible;

but, on the other hand, I quite appreciate the desire of those

who have presented amendments to be members of the sub-Committee.
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With regard to New Zealand: the New Zealand Delegate is

particularly interested in Article 335 and if I should then be

in the Chair I will certainly propose his Delegatior as a

member of the sub-Committee for Article 33. Whether the

New Zealand Delegate has any real interest in being a member

also of the sub-Committee for Articles31 and 32, I cannot tell.

His Delegation will, of course, always be entitled to send some-

body to attend the sub-Committee and to express his views on

a footing of complete equality with other members. My own

conclusion in order to keep the sub-Committee down to reasonable

limits, would be to add the Delegate of Chile, but not the name

of New Zealand, for the reasons I have explained. May I ask the

Delegate of New Zealand whether that suits him?

The Delegate of New Zealand.

Mr. L.C.WEBB (New Zealand): Well, Mr. Chairman, you

put me in a difficult position. I would say immediately that

we are very keenly interested in Articles 31 and 32 for the

obvious reason that practically the whole of our export trade

is conducted by the method of state monopoly. However, I

realise the extreme difficulty you are in, and I would like to

make just one observation which I think might, perhaps, find

a way out.

I have had some experience of acting as an observer at the

proceedings of a Committee, and I hope it will not be inter-

preted as a criticism if I say that, in fact, although we receive

every possible assisstancefrom the Chairman and the members of

the Committee and from the Secretariat, nevertheless the way

most Committees are functioning at the present time, I think,

it has to be said that an observer under present circumstatces

E/PC/T/A/PV/17- 33 -
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is at a very considerable disadvantage, owing to the over-crowding
of the rooms and the frequent fact that full supplies of papers

are sometimes available to members of the Committee but not always

readily available to observers; and I was wondering whether, in

view of the very keen interest there is in this particular

article, it could not be arranged for the Committee to meet in

rather more comfortable circumstances. To mention just one

point: observers at a Committee meeting usually have to sit along

the wall, they have no table to work at, no table for their papers.

I would be suite happy if those physical disadvantages which

affect the work of observers could be overcome.

CHAIRMAN: The Delegate of New Zealand said that I was in

a rather difficult position. I am not, because I am in the hands

of the Commission, and if the Commission will, as an exceptional

measure, agree to set up an ad hoc sub-Committee that is somewhat

larger than usual, I think it would be very easy to add the name

of the New Zealand Delegate to the list of regular members. we

may defend it, because really this has proved to be a very

important and very difficult matter. We have discussed it at

the whole of the meeting of the 19th, the whole of the meeting

of the 20th, and now for two-and-a-half hours today, so I think

that is justification enough for setting up a sub-Committee on

which all the most interested Delegations are represented.

Is that agreed? (Agreed)

We now pass on to Article 33.
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The Chair was now taken by M. MAXSUEPENS (Belgium) in place of
Dr. E. COLBAN.

CHAIRMAN (Interpretation): Now we pass on to the discussion o:

Article 33: Expansion of Trade by Complete State Monopolies of

Import Trade. I will remind the Commission that the Drafting
Committee did not discuss this Article at the First Session in

London, but left it for a later stage. We have th. > amendments on
this Article; by the United States delegation proposing to delete

this Article; by the Czechoslovak delegation; and finally an

amendment by the New Zealand delegation. I will give the floor in
succession to these three delegates. First of all the delegate for

the United States.

Mr. JOHNW. EVANS (United States): Mr. Chairman, our proposal
that Article 33 be deleted is necessarily closely related with our

proposals for Articles 31 and 32. The Canadian and the United

Kingdom delegates have indicated, with a good deal of force, a great
many objections to the negotiations of global purchase oommitments

in individual products, and it has been our feeling for some time

that those arguments can be applied even more forcibly to the sort

of negotiation that was contemplated in the draft of Article 33,the negotiation
and that was by the importing country of all of its imports from
member countries. We felt that it was not a practical provision
net one that could be very useful. I think, judging from the

discussion of our amendment to Articles 31 and 32, that there will be

very substantial changes made particularly in Article 32, some of
which at least, I am sure, will be proposed by ourselves. But if
Article 32 retains one basic principle which we attempted to write
into it, andthat is a provision for some additional sort of

negotiation, at least an additional negotiation different from the

one on marginal mark-up, in those cases where the nature of the
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jmporting countries and the natureof their economy is such as to

make the .marginal mark-up unworkable and rediculous, then we feel

that there is no further necessity for an Article 33.

Mr. B.J. BAYER (Czochoslovakia): Mr.Chairman, we have actually

made no amendment with regard to theproper text of ArticIe 33. We

had alreadythe opportunity to state that we are not having the

complete monopoly of foreign trade and our domestic economy is not

concerned by the text ofArticle 35. At the same time, we expressed

our view that the textof this Article might be deltwith at a time
likely

when the countries complete monopoly of foreign trade and

-. *.\. ;t;,'.: mbers of the Organization, might be present. I wonder,

Mr. Chairman, whether I should commentnow on the amendment which

is listed in thedocument198; page 12, or should I refer to it

later or .

CHAIRMAN (Interpretation): Iwouldprefer that the

Czechoslovak delegation make their comments now on the text of their

amendment.

Mr. B.J. BAYER (Czechoslovakia): Mr. Chairman, we suggested
that, in connection with Articles 31 and 32, thefollowinglinesbe
added: "If representations according to Article 35 are made in

respect of state trading operationst), theember may withhold
confidential information, relatingto itsnational security or which,

ifdisclosed,wouldmaterially damage the legitimate interestsof the

enterpriseconcerned". Asthedelegates will remember , there is

nothing which has not been discussedinthe course of the Sessions.

It wastalked over in London, and first ofallit was included in

Article 31.It was during the conference of the Drafting Committee
in New York that it was decided to transfer it from Article 31
to Article 35, and finally it did not remain fully in Article 35.
I can only say we feel very strongly aboutits inclusion.
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CHAIRMAN: I call upon the delegate forNew Zealand.

Mr. L.C.WEBB (New Zealand): Before I state the case for our
amendment, I would like to refer to the suggestion of the United
States delegation that Article 33 be suppressed. We opposed that

suggestion but not because Article 33 is one on which we have chosen
to 'hang our hats'. Our chief delegate, Mr. Nash, referred to this

matter in a speech which he made before the Executive Session, and I

can only say that our view is that this Charter should make it

perfectly explicit and not merely inferential, that a country which

maintains a complete State trading monopoly is a country which may

enter the International Trade Organisation.

As to our own amendment, it is obviously the most important

amendment which the New Zealand delegation has to propose at this

Conference. Before his departure, Mr. Nush explained in general

the nature of our problem and the nature of our economy, and the

sort of accommodation we desired in the Charter. I wish toadd some

words to that.

In its present form the Draft Charter has in our view serious gaps,
At the one extreme it provides for a system called liberal trade,

and at the other extreme it provides for a complete monopoly of foreign
trade. In between it provides for nothing. There is no provision
in the Charter for a country like New Zealand-which desires to plan

its trade according to its own desire,-to establish a complete State

monopoly. We have been told the reason for that is that controls
are of their nature restrictive, and that of all controls thequanti-
tative restriction is the most restrictive. There are two answers
to that proposition. If this is true, we ought to be consistent and
shut out a country which maintains a complete monopoly of its foreign
trade, because there is quantitative restriction operating in its most
extreme and complete form.
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The main argument that the proposition is inherently restrictive

is not true; it is merely an analysis of cause and affect.

Quantitative restriction came in during the economic depression of

the thirties and was the result and not the cause of that depression.

Furthermore, this Charter not only admits, but says that control can

be used for the expansion of world trade. The whole of the Chapter

on International Commodity Agreements is a Chapter providing for the

expansionist use of controls, or, at any rate, it contemplates the

expansionist use of controls. In particular, it contemplates the

expansion and use of the method of quantitative regulation.

We believe, and our belief is supported in Chapter IIIofthis

Charter, that the volume of world trade does not depend primarily on

whether tariffs are high or low, or on the method by which States

organise their trade. It depends on whether the peoples of the world

want to buy goods and can buy them. In the language of the Charter

it is "effective demand which determines the volume of world trade",

and if there is a collapse of effective demand then the abolition of

trade barriers, as they are called, will have no effect whatsoever.

The key Article in this Charter is, after all; Article 4, paragraph

1 of which says: "Each Member shall take action designed to achieve

and maintain full and productive employment and high and stable levels

of effective demand within its own jurisdiction through measures

appropriate to its political, economic and social institutions."

I want to call particular detention to the method by which the

Charter enjoins us to maintain effective demand. In Article 3,

paragraph 2, we agreed that the maintenance of effective demand must

depend primarily on domestic measures and later we say that those

measures should be appropriate - indeed, we say they must be appropriate-

to the political, economic and social institutions of the Members con-

oerned.
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This seems to me to mean,and I think it should mean, that Members

pledge themselves to attempt to reach certain objectives, and are left

free to carry out their pledges by the methods suited to their

particular circumstances and internal organisation, provided these

measures do not injure the interest of other Members. That seems to

me to be sensible and to support a statement made by Mr. Wilcox which

has been discussed before at these meetings, the statement that the

I.T.C.does not impinge upon the sovereignty of Member States.

But when we come to examine the practical effect of the Charter,

we find that in the case of certain economies - and our own economy

is an example - the liberalism of Chapter III as to methods is com-

pletely contradioted. A country which sets out to achieve high

levels of effective demand and full employment by planning its trade

is told that it must abandon that system or not join the international

Trade Orinisation. Yet we are told that the International Trade

Organisation has no powers which impinge upon the sovereignty of the

Member States. Now there can only be one valid reason for the

Charter's absolute rejection of quantitative regulation as a normal

instrument of economic policy. That reason could only be that when

a. country uses that method, they are in fact usingamethod which

makes it impossible for them to achieve the objectives of the

Charter.
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Then, if anyone is prepared to maintain that point, we would

ask to be judged by results. New Zealand was practiging and

preaching the theory of full employment and high levels of

effective demand before this Charter was even a project. We have

gone further in the application of that theory, we believe, and we

have learnt more about the practical problems which are involved

in carrying out that theory than most countries which are represented

here. I do not say that as a matter of. self congratulation, it

merely happens that very often a small country has much better

opportunities for carrying out social experiments than large-

countries. Controls are, on the whole, easier to administer, and

the effects easier to observe. I would say that as far as the

commitments of the Charter concerning effective demand and full

employment, which I think most of us recognise to be the critical

commitments in the Charter, are concerned, we know, Mr. Chairman,

that we can carry out those objectives.

If we turn to the other main objective of the Charter, which is

the promotion of international trade, then I have only one thing to

say:- In proportion to our size, we are the worlds best trader.

In setting out the objectives of this Charter, we have rightly placed

first the achievement of higher standards of living, full employment

and conditions of social and economic progress, and we feel

entitled to say that our type of economy is already making a

contribution to the realization of those objectives, and it seems

to us that it is going to be a very strange and, indeed, a

devestating irony if this Charter is going to be so framed as to

exclude us.

Now, it has been suggested, Mr. Chairman, that we are being

a little difficult in forcing this issue in this particular way.

We have been told that if we would look at the escape clauses we
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have been invited to look at the balance-of-payments provisions in

Artical26. Now, we have looked very carefully at Article 26 and

we have come to the conclusion that this is not our approach, We

have rejected that approach because it does not seem particularly

honest or in the best interests of the International Trade

Organization. The balance-of-payments provisions do not

accommodate, I think, except by subterfuge, an economy of our type,

and on that point I would refer to the London Draft on page 12,

where the objectives of Article 26 are quite clearly set out.

Mr. Chairman, we desire to come into the International Trade

Organization by the front door, We do not desire to climb in

by a back window which is sometimes rather insecurely locked. That

is why we put our amendmentwhere it logically belongs, into that

part of the Charter which provides for the type of economy whose

trade is completely in the hands of the state, and in seeking a

place for ourselves there, we have kept in mind, as we believe the

idea that has very often been enunciated here - that in this

Charter we must have a balance of obligations.

This amendment would impose on economies which control their

foreign trade completely, the obligation to expand this trade in

accordance with the purposes of the Charter, and what we, mean by

that is made clearer in the later clauses. Briefly speaking,

states who wish to avail onthe selvesthe provisions of this

amendment must pledge themselves to make available for imports in

any given period the whole of the balance of the current proceeds

of their external trade, after making due allowance for what are

called invisible . We provide further that theremust be

consultation with the Organization is to the period. We have said

that we would be willing to take a periodof a year, but we think
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that it would be, persaps, oiger to spdciWy aome lunEer perio%. e;

have alsolagreed that there shou.dbe consultation with the

Organization in order to determine wha is a reasonable level. of

monetary reserves. Finally,gahere is a provision a63inst

disorimination and the sources of uaply of imports, cand. Llso a

reqcirementitgat LMembers oontrollln6 the r foreign trade should. have

due regard for Mhe interests of other Yembers. paragraph 2(b)

makcs clear tgat a Member oonsiderin6 it self adversely affected by

the operation of these controlA inctee terms of this ,rtiOlo can

avail itself of the very adequatedremedies which are lait down in

Artiole 35.

Now, Mr. Chairman, we regard hese obligations - and. particularly
2( a)ii) (U)anose in paragraph 2t id sub-par-meaphs -d of our amndment

as being weigWey obligations. ;. theng that they ;are woijhtier
than most of the obligations which are imposed in other parts of

1his Charaer, We thigk th;t they are weiihtier than the

obligations imposed. on countries which, through their persistently

favomrable blanee-of-payients, are creation difficulties for world

traded in general.

5e believe, also, that an exoansion in the use 1f controls,

such as is cmantmmplated in ouc axndrent ineconjunotion with tho

other obligations asIImed under Chaptyter tiI, can be a ve

powerful factor in the expansion of world trade.

I.T
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Now it has been objected that the provisions which we

seek to insert in the Charter are capable of misuse and will

open a way for other Members to escape from the obligations

which they have assumed.

Now I do not believe that is true. But I will confine

myself for the moment to one observation.

This Charter is not a set of iron-clad rules. There are

escape clauses all though it, there is not a single general

rule which has not a string of escape clauses attached to it;

and any State which joins the Organisation in bad faith will

if it wants to find a way of evading its obligations, If the

Organisation does succeed, it will not be because it can compeI

Members to obey the rules of the Charter. It will be because

the great majority of the Members realise thatby carrying out

their obligations they are, in fact, promoting their own best

interests. I would say this in conclusion. We have come

deliberately, and as a result of experience, to the conclusion

that the objectives which have been written into this Charter.

which have been also for years the objectives of our own national

policy - that is, full employment, high levels of effective

demand and economic development - seem to us to require some

degree of State planning of economic activity.

Now I do not presume, Mr. Chairman, that this Conference

would consider writing into the Charter a complete veto on all

forms of economic planning. If we did that we would make

ourselves absurd, because we would be doing something which runs

clean counter to the whole trend of economic development

throughout the world; but I suggest to this Conference

that we are doing something even more absurd, or in

danger of doing something, even more absurd, than writing in a
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complete ban on economic planning.

We seem to say in this Charter - we do say in this Charter

as now drafted - that it is permissible to plan your economy as

long as you stop short of planning your external trade, and

I believe, Mr. Chairman, that that is an absurdity which ought

not to be tolerated, and will not be tolerated.

Thank you.
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Mr. B.J. BAYER (Czechoslovakia): Mr. Chairman, in the course
of the immediately preceding meetings of this Commission, we already
had the opportunity to explain in broad details the objectives we
are having in mind, while looking for a solution of the problems
contained in the whole Section E of Chapter V. We did not want to
hide the fact that the way we shall be able to solve them is of

great importance to us as we have to consider them fundamental for
our economy.

In our mind, the constructive work of the Preparatory Committee
can be seen in the common aim of all of us to achieve a universal
draft of a Charter, a document which would have full regard to

various economic structures, problems and systems of all countries.
There is, therefore, the general intention of all of us to make the
Charter a perfectly balanced document, a document which would

harmonise the various interests of the members and thus make it
acceptable to all of them. We think that this is the only way to
create such an instrument for the conduct of the world trade in the
future which we all desire to have. It seems to us, therefore,
quite clear that the Charter should be such as to enable all states,
whatever their political, economic and social structure might be, to
co-operate peacefully and, through the expansion of foreign trade as
well as through the other means contained in the Charter, attain the
purposes -which, as we all know, are stability in world economy, high
and still rising levels of living and full employment of inhabitants.

Having this in mind, we think that the Charter should neither

impose excessive burdens upon anycountry and thus force it to
fundamental charges in its economic orsocial structure, nor bring
about unjust advantages to othercountries. It is for this main
underlying idea of the Charter, that we consider the amendment made
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by the delegation of New Zealand a very good contribution towards

the improvement of the Charter with regard to the aim we have

already mentioned, and which is to create a well-balanced document,

fair to everybody and liable to survive for years to come. We think
that this amendment deserves that a special attention be given to it

when all its aspects, in full details, will be discussed in the

particular Sub-Committee.

While dealing with this amendment in the particular Sub-Committee,
the Czechoslovak delegation will be glad to give all the necessary
explanation with regard to its own views on the merits of the New
Zealand amendment.

Mr. JOHN W. EVANS (United States): Mr. Chairman, the Brazilian
delegate has mentioned the reason for choosing this particular part

of the Charter for the introduction of their amendment. I confess

that I am still puzzled as to the precise effect of the proposed

amendment in this place. It clearly does not relate directly to

state trading, but I gather it has been placed in Section E because

of the certain analogy between the countries which completely control

their trade and a similar control which could be exercised by

countries which carry out all of their commerce through state

enterprise. I think, though, that our understanding of the proposed

amendment would be improved if it were considered in connection, not
the

with/state trading section, but rather with the quantitative

restriction portion of the Charter to which it seems to be more

closely related. If I have understood the amendment correctly, its

intention seems to be to set up a complete exception in the case of
a country which completely controls its trade to the provisions

relating to quantitative restrictions - an exception which would not

be parallel like the other, with any similar exception for a country

E/PC/T/A/PV/17
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which only controls part of its trade through quantitative

restriction. Perhaps I have misunderstood the intention of the

amendment, and if I have I should like very much to have a further

explanation from the Brazilian delegate. Assuming that I am right,

however, it seems to lead to a very serious difficulty. It seems

to me that it vitally effects the entire balance of the Charter as

it has been drawn to date. Mr. Webb, I think, with considerable

eloquence, has pointed out that it may be that the greatest value

of the Charter lies in the influence that it will have over members,

and in the fundamental desire of the members to go on co-operating

with each other, rather than in the specific obligations laid down

in the Charter.
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That certainly is a reasonable approach. There are one or t wo

approaches which necessarily had to be considered when the first

draft of the Charter was prepared. One approach was toinclude

in the Charter various specific obligations; the second approach

was the one chosen for better or for worse - I believe for

better. But it is quite clear that if at this stage of the game

we decide to depend simply upon the general desire of Members not

to injure otherMembers in their trade, instead of to specific

obligations in the Chapter,we have very radically altered the basis

on which the Charter has been drafted up to this time.

In this connection. I am sure most of us will remember the

address given by Mr.Wileoxvery recentlybefore this Commission,

when he considered the Paper which had been submitted by the Belgiun

delegate concerning theprogressof the Conferenceand the develop-

ment which had taken place in theCharter. During that debate Mr.

Wilcox said a great many amendments has beensubmitted;some of

them were fairly important to the countries submitting them, but did

not fundamentally destroy the structure of the Charter. On some

it was a question of compremise;he added,"there are, Ibelieve,

certain amendments which if passed would destroy the whole adifise

we have sought toconstruct andagainstthese wemust stand like

a wall of stone, "

In saying that the New Zealand amendment is the sort of amend-

ment Mr. Wilcox was speaking of, I feel I ought to make it clear that
when I criticise an amendmentbecause of its possible result, I am

not criticisingthe motives of the country which is submitting their

amendment. I say that because I feel the Netherlandsdelegate mis-

understood an earlier remark of mine.Iam sure it isnot the

intention of the New Zealand delegate to destroy the structure of

the Charter; I am surethey have as much desirewe have to make

the Charter work, but I to thinkitisnecessary to analyse the

effect.
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I find it hard to escape the conclusion that the exception which

I gather New Zealand would take to the quantitative restrictive

Articles of the Charter, would make possible a complete development

of the protection of all domestic industries, with the only restraint

on that development resting in the will of the country which con-

trols its trade. A comparable provision to cover countries who do

not completely control their trade, would, it seems to me, be an

exception which would leave theprovis ions of Article 15 on internal

regulations, Article 24 on negotiation of tariffs, -. Articles25,

26 and 27 on quantitative restrictions, and Article 30 on subsidies -

would leave the interpretation of those obligations clearly up to

the Member who had undertaken the obligation, and in fact would

relieve him of any obligation whatever under those Articles unless

he should decide that they injured the interests of other Members

of the Organisation.

I have no intention of carrying on the analysis indefinitely, but

it seems clear that there is set up here a complete exception to the

specific obligations of the Charter, an exception which does not

exist anywhere in the Charter for any of the other Members. The only

logical situation if we accept it, would be to strike out all of the

Chapters in the Charter with the exception of Chapter VIIIand

possibly Article 35, and simply establish the Organisation to do what

it could in the future for the stimulation of world trade. That is

an approach which is not acceptable to the United States.

I sympathise with the delegation of New Zealand when it feels

that the Charter should be written in such a way as to permit New

Zealand to be a Member of the Organisation. I sincerely hope that

we have drafted such a Charter. TheUnited States delegation will
certainly consider very sympathetically any specific proposals to
correct any difficulty in the draft of the Charter which makes
that impossible, but we still feel the Charter must be drafted in such
a way that the United States could become a Member, and I do not
believe that wouldbe possible if the amendment were accepted.
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CHAIRMAN (Interpretation): Before oontinuing, I would like

to know whioh delegates wish to speak today, because if there are

many, it is obvious that we will have to provide for an extra

meeting tomorrow.

Seeing that there at least five speakers plus Mr.Webb, who

will obviously want to answer them, it will be necessary to hold

a meeting tomorrow.

I will however give the floor to one more speaker now, namely,

Dr. Holloway.
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CHAIRMAN : The Delegate of South Africa.

Mr. HOLLOWAY (South Africa): I think I must join issue
immediately with the representative of the United States when he

says that the New Zealand Delegation's Amendment would tend to

destroy the whole structure of the Charter as drafted .

Maybe the Charter asdrafted seeks to cover too wide a

field, but as it stands the NewZealand Amendment is a good

deal less drastic than is the Article 33 that we have now.

So we may be trying to cover too biga field. We admit that

a country may protect its industries, but it must protect

them on the principle of non-discrimination. Non-discrimina-

tion is the main purpose of the Charter. At the same time we

do not want to exclude any important trading countries on the

ground of their own political philosophy.

Now it may be that they cannot be brought under the same

cover as non-discrimination, because non- discrimination postu-

lates whet I may perhaps call in a special sense, the rule of lae.

Other countries are toId beforehand exactly where they

stand and what they can rely on, and when you have an

authoritarian system which depends on planning - on giving

preference to certain things - very naturally there cannot be

non-discrimination, because the very element of the thing is

discrimination.

But I contend that the Charter as drafted tries to get

something, of both concepts in by compromising between the

two: by saying, in effect, " We shall not push the principle

of non-discrimination to its logical conclusion, which will

throw out authoritarian systems, but we will try to get as

much as we can of both systems, so as to keep one unity in
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world trade by following the principle that where non-

discrimination cannot be fully applied we shall seek some other

limitation. We shall seek some other limitation on the

countries which cannot give us the full benefit of non-

discrimination" .

Now when you get to applying that, first of all, complete

non-discrimination, then subsidies - where you have to put on

certain limitations, certain conditions under which subsidies

may be applied - when you come to State trading, mixed up with

other things you lay down certain rules there. When you come to

quantitative restriction you lay down certain rules. In all

those cases you find some way of limiting the method in which

those things can be used.

Now the proposal of the New Zealand Delegation no doubt

as Mr. Evans has said goes a bit beyond all those. Thoserules

which I have laid down there cannot be applied except with the

goodwill of the country applying the New Zealand system; but

it still lays down a limitation.

The country itself would be limited to the conditions which

are given in the New ZealandAmendment, conditions which make

it possible for other countries to test, as amatter of fact,

whether that country is, although it is applying discrimination,
doing as much as it ca-n to improve international trade; and

when it does that inside the limit left over it can still apply

non-discrimination.

That goes a good deal less for article 33 as it stands

here. Now it is true that the United States Delegation has

proposed the elimination of Article 33; but the elimination of

Article 33 has been suggested by the U.S. Delegation on the

grounds that article 32 can be so draftedas to cover Article 33,

E/PC/T/A/PV/17.
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not because they are in disagreement with the idea, but you

must still try and make it possible for all trading countries

to play ball in this game that we are trying to play.

In Article 33 the country can do what it likes. It has

a complete State monopoly of its foreign trade, it can apply

discriminations and quantitative restrictions - there is very

little that the Organization can say to it except that it can

say, "You must do a certain amount of trade".

The other Members are not protected nearly to the sane

extent as the New Zealand proposal proposes to give them

protection.

In Article 33 as it stands now, whereas under the New

Zealand Amendment there are certain objectives, if we apply

the rule throughout that there is a limitation of the freedom

to use any particular device, which is the idea that has been

followed throughout the Charter, in order to make all

countries come in, the New Zealand proposal seems to me to

be much nearer the main objective than 33 as it stands. And

it has this further advantage, that comparatively few countries

can apply it except by going very much further. It requires

a fairly simply economy with the export trade limited to

a comparatively small number of Articles, otherwise it breaks

down - otherwise control it not enough. You have got to go in

for a complete monopoly, like you do in a completely

authoritarian system.

Thank you, Sir.
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CHAIRMAN (Interpretation): Gentlemen, we shall

adjourn our discussion until tomorrow at 2.30 p.m. The

first speakers on my list are the representatives of Canada,

Australia, and the United Kingdom; but before we adjourn

the Meeting I have two announcements to make. Commission A

(that is, our Commission) will convene on Saturday morning

in order to examine the Report on Technical Articles.

Commission B will convene on Monday, 30th June, at 2,30 p.m,

to examine the Report of the sub-Committee on Chapter VII.

This means a simultaneous Meeting with Commission A, which

will examine on the same day Articles 25 and 26. For this

decision, gentlemen, I need your approval. It is deplorable

that both Commissions must sit simultaneously. However, this

cannot be avoided, since the experts on Chapter VII must leave

Geneva for Paris on 31st June in order to attend the Rubber

Conference. Do you agree, gentlemen? (Agreed).

The Meeting stands adjourned.

The Meeting rose at 6.40 p.m.
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